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Two Wooster students
KIM DOUGLASS

feeling the effects of this war when

Voice Newi Editor

two of its students received an official leave of absence when called
into active duty.
Senior Todd Musgrove and First
Year Matthew Matheney are both
on standby for further instructions
as to their tour of duty. Musgrove
is stationed in a US. military post
in Germany where he has replaced,
individuals already sent to the
Gulf, and Matheney is in Camp
Lejeune, North Carolina.
Many of Musgrove's and Math-eney- 's
friends on campus have ex

As we all watch and listen patiently to our televisions and radios bearing latest updates on the
war in the Middle East, many of
us have personal interests in the
events taking place. Certainly one
of the hardest things about war is
watching friends and family members depart for active duty.
. The College of Wooster, despite
its smallness in size and distance
Jrorn the desert of Saudi Arabia.is

1991

called to active duty

pressed concern and respect for
them, despite the personal political
stands they have on the war. Kris-- ti
Naelitz, a friend of Todd's, said,
"It's obvious that I miss him. I
understand why he went, although
I'm not sure I support the war. I
know that I have to support him
nonetheless, because he's a friend.
Todd's in a position that I could'
easily have been in. I could have
had to commit to the armed forces
to pay for college had I not chosen
other routes. Knowing that, I'm
even more em pathetic."

Scott Wachtel.'a friend of Math-eneyagrees. "His unit was
called up really early, and Matt did
have a really positive attitude. I
was one of the first people to put
up an American flag on my wall,
just in honor of them. I think we
should support them even though
the politics of it all could be
argued about for hours."
The importance of supporting
individuals like Musgrove and
Matheney has been stressed by
Matheney's future stepmother. "It
makes me feel so bad that those
's,

people who are looking for a
peaceful alternative are also being
hurtful. Matt made a decision to
join the reserves for whatever reason, but it wasn't to kill people.
Now he has to face the consequences with courage and integrity.
I would hope that people support
and not shun him, regardless of
their political views."
A number of individuals who
had talked to Musgrove and Matheney prior to their departure said
see
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McMickle commemorates
Martin Luther King Jr.
Hardly Knew You to show that
there is more to know about King.
KEVIN WAUGH
entitled the speech
McMickle
Voice Staff Members
"Martin, wc hardly knew you."
"At 26 years of age, no necessiOn Sunday January 20, at
was layed upon him to work for
McGaw Chapel, Dr. Marvin ty
McMickle. Senior Pastor of Anti-oc- h the struggle," McMickle said, "but
Baptist Church in Cleveland, he sought to overcome the conspoke at the College of Wooster's crete boxes of awful reality. He
second annual ecumenical service tried to save us from the folly and
commemorating the birthday of futility of the world. "
In 1967, King gave seven reathe Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King,
why he opposed the Vietnam
sons
Jr.
that the cost took
including
Kershaw,
war
Introduced by Terry
to aid domestics
funds
from
away
chair of the Black Studies departapplied
McMickle
ment, McMickle praised King for problems.
the
opposing
for
actively opposing segregation, but King's reasons
war
he described King as being more Vietnam conflict to the current
than just a civil rights leader. He in the Persian Gulf.
On April 4, 1967, exactly one
said that King also stood for
before King was assassinated,
year
by
empowerment"
"political
rights leader spoke at
in
civil
the
rights
striving for black voting
Church in New York
Riverside
1965, , and openly opposing the
that two wars the one
proclaiming
Vietnam War in 1967.
the one in America
and
Vietnam
in
McMickle borrowed the title of
Kenneth O'DonnelPs book on
see McMickle: page 2
John Kennedy called Johnny, We
SUSAN BERRY
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This week's banner has run twice before in the Voice. The first
time was in the May 8, 1970 issue when the headline story was
the snooting at Kent State. It ran again in the September 11,
1 987 issue. This banner is running this week as part of a special
edition on the War in the Gulf.
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thai they held positive attitudes.
Robin Cordcll. a friend of
Todd's, said. " When I talked to
bini. be had a very positive altitude - which gave me the idea that
I should have a positive animde. I
remember him saving. 'I wish I
could graduate with you. Think of
me when you get that diploma. I
think more people need to know
that these men knew what they
were gcuing into. I think about
Todd every day."
Gordon Collins, the psychology
professor under whom Musgrove
served as a teaching assistant,
agrees. "My feeling is that Todd's
an'flKV was that the reserves knew
what could happen to them, and
understood the risks. He didn't feel
that he got a raw deal. If he was
old enough to join, then he's old
enough to accept what happens to
him. I hope both of them come
back and finish school.'"

Friends and peers of Musgrove
and Maiheney agree that the two
being gone from the college community has brought the war and
all of its implications closer to
home. Floyd Watts, Maihency's
faculty advisor, said. Tl really hit
the other people in the seminar
hard, that he was in class first semester and then over break he disappeared. The thing about Matt
is. I cant imagine he's had that
much training or experience. I
didn't even know you could enlist
at the age of 17. which is what he "
did."
Susan Berry, a friend of Mail's,
said. "Having a friend fighting in
the Persian Gulf is a very scary
experience. It is an extremely difficult position to be in because
Malt is so far away and I know
that there is nothing I can really
do for him."
Most of these same friends find
it particularly disturbing that Mus
--

--

Recycling bins:incorrect:
JAMIE SLOAN
'Special lo

tfSc

Voice

Prior to Christmas Break, small
blue plastic recycling bins were
distributed to faculty and staff.
These bins are replacements for
recycling
the cardboard desk-to- p
the colfor
used
previously
bins
They
area.
office
lection in each
will be collected by the recyclers
arid distributed elsewhere.

The new bins are imprinted with
a list of paper products which can
and cannot be recycled. This mes

Special lo the Voice

Keith James, director of security at the College, has bees appointed secretarytreasurer of the
Ohio Campus Law Enforcement
Association (OCLEA).: . ;
The Statewide organization is affiliated with the International Association of Campus Law Enforcement Administrators (IACLE).
Members of OCLEA meet regularly to discuss issues and concerns
facing college and university security personnel and to share prov
en solutions- - to campus security

grove and Maiheney are now obligated lo postpone the rest of their
college careers. As Kathy Rose, a
friend of Todd's, said. "I know that
he feels he's doing the right thing,
but that doesn't' make it any easier. What makes it harder is that
he's missing out on his senior
year and has had to put a lot of
other life plans on hold."
Students and faculty wishing to
contact Musgrove and Maiheney
are urged lo do so at the following

for Salvation Army
"Door-Opener-

Box 1139

The Salvation Army Corps is
completing a community center
on South Market Street in downtown Wooster. A part of the center already, named "The Open
Door." has been an operating shelter for the homeless since last
month.
"The Open Door" is capable of
providing lodging for one family
2nd up to eight men. who share a
common sleeping area. The rest
of the center's activities, following
its completion, will include a dai-

A.P.O. NY 09052

ly lunchtime

LCPL M. Maiheney

(planned to begin Feb. 25). an
evening recreational center for elementary through high school-ag- e
tutoring.
students, and

addresses:

.

SGT. Todd Musgrove
467-94-65-

291-84-17-

86

87

Gulf Company
3rd BN. 25th Mar.
Camp Lejeune. NC 28542

sage is incorrect and unfortunately
cannot be removed. This imprinted
message is also inconsistent with
the November 8 campus memo regarding the types of recycled paper
accepted by Metallies Recycling.
The November 8 memo is the
correct guide lo paper recycling on
campus and should continue to be
followed. Copies are available by
calling ext. 2034. The Recycling
Program apologizes for any confusion, and commends the campus
community for its effort.

problems.
The group also serves as a communications link between campus
security professionals and public
policy makers on Ohio and WashFinally, OCLEA
ington D.C.
offers training sessions on various
aspects of campus law enforcement for security directors.
lames' appointment became effective Jan. 1. He is completing
the unexpired term of Richard
McDaniel. director of security at
Oberlin College, who has been
named representative for Region
Three of the IACLE.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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against poverty could not be
fought at once.

A new student organization
after th
called the
shelter, is being formed to giv
volunteer assistance to the Salva
tion Army. The organizatioi
plans to help in the center's com
pletion and hopes to provide people to help with the shelter, sou
kitchen, rec center, and tutorinj
program.
Mailings and additional publicity will be going out during tlx
coming week; the first grouj
wil
meeting of the
pm this Thursday ir
be held 7

Special lo the Voice

after-scho-

s"

Door-Opene-

rs

Lowryll8.

soup kitchen

Anyone interested in helping
with the new group should contact
Glenn Kempf at campus box 2009
or extension 4245. or Fritz Nelsor
at box 2421 or extension 3894.
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James receives appointment
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volunteer

Door-Opene- rs
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ple, and we're outraged by Saddam

McMickle said the result has
been
an increase in racist attitudes.
said.
McMickle
Hussein."
"During slavery, black women "It's as if there was no Selma, no
were raped, the average life span
for blacks was reduced to 23. and
the government considered blacks
three-fiftof a person and we're
outraged by Saddam Hussein."
King also said that someone
most speak for those who cannot
speak for themselves. - McMickle

McMickle said that is a problem
the United States faces once again.
"We're spending two billion dollars a day on Operation Desert
Storm two billion dollars a day,"
he said. "Poverty is as present as
"
h ever was, and now war.v :
'
' . King was also cpset that there 'agreed.- '
We have an obligation to speak
was a disproportionate number of
black' servicemen' fighting in for teenage mothers, farmers, miSoutheast Asia. McMickle said grant workers, Hispanics, parents
that the same situation exist to- of the man who sits in a cockpit
in Eastern Saudi Arabia, the childay.
dren
of Iraq, and the women of
"Blacks comprise 12 percent of
Baghdad."
he said.
the U.S. population, but make up
McMickle
said that the black
forces."
ground
the
of
31 percent
community's
failure
Vietlo participate
right
in
wasn't
he said. "It
right
certainly
in
isn't
the voting process is a reason
nam and it
for the persistence of poverty and
now."
racism in the United States.
King also believed it was immo"In 1988. fewer than 40 percent
ral for the United States to condemn an enemy for actions which of the black population was genuinely involved in the presidential
have been rivaled, by America.
McMickle cited the 1890 massacre election process." McMickle said.
- against three hundred Sioux IndiTn 1968. more than a million regans at Wounded Knee. South Da- istered blacks didn't vote. Since
kota, and black slavery in antebel- that time, the legacy of Nixon,
lum America as two glaring exam- Ford. Reagan, and Bush has created a constant unravelling of the
ples of America's past atrocities.
"Wounded Knee was one of the progress that was achieved by
blacks."
, most vicious attacks against a peo

Have A Dream," he said.
"Blacks are still seen as lazy, less
intellig'Ht. prone to violence,
and being on welfare. We are no
farther along than we were then."
"Every year we have a chance to
be reminded by a man God put in
our midst bow far we have not
come," McMickel concluded.
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McMickle's

--

message

was

"deeply moving" quoted one member of the audience. His lecture
was received with a standing ovation by every person in the audience.

A reading by assistant French
professor Obioma Nnaemcka. a
welcoming statement by President
Henry Copeland, and a biographical sketch of King by David Hof-fel-

t.

pastor of Westminster
Church, preceded McMickle's
speech.

A tape of King's February 4.
1968. speech at Ebenezer Baptist
Church in Atlanta was played following McMickle message. The
Wooster Gospel Choir then sang
"Precious Lord" and "We Shall
Overcome" lo conclude the event.
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Inside Column

It's tax time again:
Those who wait, procrastinate
Ah, yes, a new year. There's
LINDA LONG
something about January first.
News Editor
Collegiate
Voice
The new year possesses so much
potential to improve and create.
The time has come again for millions of Americans to sit down numbers use each calculator. If
and thoughtfully reflect upon the you get the same number on each
past year ami do their first serious one. it must be right Having the
project of the new one. They sit correct numbers on all lines is
very important A woman in
down with more pens, papers,
Massachusetts was off on her topencils and fantasies of grand endeavors than you can shake a tal by ten cents. It took the IRS
stick at (provided that you had a six years to discover the error.
When they approached the womstick and felt like shaking it).
an, the interest had accumulated
one
They devote themselves to
y
filing
ever-loftto a grand total of several thougoal:
single,
dollars.
sand
their income tax.
3. Secure sustenance. Proper
I realize that the official deadline for filing is April IS, and we nourishment will help the brain
all need more than two bodacious reach the ultimate goal. Have
months to complete this little plenty of chocolate, chips, soda,
task, but rem era ben They who chocolate, coffee and chocolate
wait, procrastinate. Also, if you close at hand.
4. Create the proper environfile earlier, you get your check
Put on your thinking cap
ment.
sooner. Some of you may think:
hopefully, a, propeller
(which.i&
"Hdw'fcirf yod "writs aboul'hv?
beanie),
demand complete" silence,
come taxes when there's a war?"
Well honeys, how do you think pull the shades down, turn on
every light in the room and
they're paying for this military
spread out all the aforementioned
a
have
didn't
sure
They
action?
asaround you like a holy shrine to
tips
to
some
bake sale. Here's
the empress of governmental red
for
the
sist you in preparing
ar-rnageddo-

n-ish

deadline that looms

in the future like a deep. dark,
spooky fog developed in the underworld.
1. Gather all necessary infor-

mation before you begin. Secure
triplicate copies of all financial
statements. W--2 forms and interest compounded.
2. Make sure you have the
"right stuff." Four calculators,
multiple batteries, pen. pencils
and scrap paper. In adding all

tape.

Once you complete
have every person in your graduating class proof it for mathematical accuracy. Then make two
copies of everything you used for
every relative and send them off.
This will ensure that if the originals are lost, damaged, etc. en
route to the IRS. someone,
somewhere has to have a copy.
With all this firmly in mind,
good luck and happy filing.
the-form- s,

Head weary and heart sick over War
l am an

ex-stud-

of the

ent

.

delible.

It seems that the only thing we
learn is that when there is chaos at
home, one mounts a crusade
abroad.
It is not easy being young these

days. The blatant flouting of all
that 'education ingrains- - often
proves too heavy a cross to bear.
What do I do? Should I become
and digest the whole
mess with a flippant shrug? Or
should I summon all that I have
been bestowed with and let loose
the doves of peace against the dogs
of war? And, even if I did shout
out for peace, will it not be an impotent venture, as history shows?

thusflt is the last sad buffoonery:
a man sitting in the ruins of his
world, daubing himself with his
own excrement.. What a monu-

cold-heart-

mental shame!"

Though we cram ourselves with
information, we refuse to allow it
to transform us. In 1929, Winston
Churchill said, "It is a tale that is
told, from which we may draw the
knowledge and comprehension
needed for the future... the long.

f(IN

XUE

teiSO'DtsviNT

ed

As I remarked, these are indeed
tough times to be impressionable.
It confuses me that the very species that gave birth to such creations as the frescoes of the Sistine
Chapel or the Taj Mahal also
sprouted such horrors as the armored tank and the atomic bomb.
Perhaps Emerson was right when
he described humans as "gods in
ruins." Are we condemned to
ruins?
"The world of today has achieved
much, but for all its declared love
for humanity, it has based itself far
more on. hatred and violence than
on those virtues that make man

more human." Jawaharlal Nehru,
the first Prime Minister of free India, wrote this from a prison in
1945. Now, years later, I can't help
but see some glimpse of truth in
this sentiment
I am drained by all this. The
has been reduced
whole Gulf-cristo a treadmill argument and such
arguments are easily tiring. Perhaps, despite the fact that efforts
for peace seem impotent one must
still survive. But it often feels as
though you are for wool on an ass.
I am quite sure that many share
y
my feelings of being
heart-sicfor
and
them,
For
and
Goethe's
myself, I echo tyhe dying
Licht more light"
is

head-wear-

k.

plea-"Me- hr

Krishnan Venkatachalam

Former Wooster Student
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Editors wanted

cants for the editorships of the Voice and Goliard for the
u you www w auj h
academic year oi iwi-w- .
students who would be interested in these positions,
please encourage them to apply. All qualified applicants must have editing and writing skills, leadership and managenal expertise, ana Knowtcagc oi uic uiiuo.
editorshlD IS
ti i AV.'e. onnlm'n a fnr thr Voice Monday,
March
February 15. The deadline for Goliard is
and
intent,
25. Applicants should send a resume, letter of
at least, and at least three written references to Daniel
Bourne, Publications Committee Chair. These references
may be from faculty, staff, or appropiate individuals from
outside the college community.

e.

behaving like louts. In
The crown of Cods , Morris West
has one of his characters moum
the impending ' ' calamity of war

mm

-

slow rebuilding... the doom
missed by a hair's breadth... all
this should make the prevention of
another great war the main preoccupation of mankind." We do not
acknowledge that prime lesson of
all history which indicates that
those who ignore history repeat it
Time and time again, we have brutally realized that war gives birth
to nothing but tears.
In its totality, there really is no
victor or vanquished in a war. In
going about exterminating someone who is labeled a fanatic, one
never knows who will emerge
The
from the slaughter-housacwith
the
charged
scars on those
tual fighting, and on those cursed
with being spectators, remain in-

Col-

lege. I enclose a statement on the
Gulf-wa-r
which I have sent to 16
newspapers in the USA., UJC.,
and India (my native country). I
hope it will draw responses so that
I may gain in the process.
The "liberation of Kuwait" commenced a few days ago. In other
words, humanity, yet again, chose
to physically thrash out a solution
to a problem rather than live up to
the high degree of civilization it
claims to mantle. Quite possibly,
this is a very harsh verdict
Nontheless, it must be voiced.
Many random thoughts are rushing
through my mind and I hope ray
pen proves worthy of them.
This episode is another one of
those frequent reminders that most
take great pride in conversing loftily while deriving equal pleasure by
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Commentary

Of Taxes and War

'
When I went home for Winter
Break I worked two forty hour
weeks at a local department store.
I made about $430 an hour, before taxes. That's about $172 a
week, before lazes. After taxes, I
ended up with a little over $120.
In one week, a single man got
knocked $52 in taxes. I believe William Van
in taxes. I believe in funds for
roads, for garbage collecting, and Defending our country is, of
street signs, and sidewalks, and course, extremely important to
government supplies, and funding me. I like much about our counfor the homeless, and funding for try; otherwise, I probably would
AIDS and cancer research and the leave. But our position in the
arts, and our Senators' and Con- Gulf seems unreasonable. What
gress members' salaries, and on exactly are we doing? What right
do we have to inflict our decisive
and on.
However, I have trouble with power over that area of the world?
Stealth fighter I just Since when is America the world's
the
helped pay for. I have trouble dictator; who should the Gulf war
with the church I just bombed, involve?
Now, I am not saying that I find
the plane fuel I just paid to send
acts in the Gulf that led up to
the
ocean
to
innocents across the
"solve" the "Gulf Crisis." I have this war acceptable. I am not saytrouble wiih participating, finan- ing that I do not support the men
and women who are currently
cially, m the death of others.
Now, Tve heard the old adage, fighting in the Gulf. Some of my
1
"if you don't like it. get out of friends are over there, even as
America." And yes, I know that write this. But in order to support
the American public in its infi- these people, I do not have to supnite wisdom voted George Bush port the current Administration's
in, though I should tell you that I decision to send them there.
seminar professor
My first-yedidn't vote for him or his astoundago used to sign
years
some five
ing running mate. Dan Quayle.
to as with a
sent
"Operation Desert Storm," ac- everything, he
cording to President Bush, "is single, important word. That word
right on schedule." Isn't that was "peace." I guess President
wonderful? In seventh grade his- Bush signs his memos with "war."
tory we learned about "white And, with this word, be stands a
man's burden," .about colonial good chance of reelection; isn't
power,. about countries walking that wonderful?
I'd feel a lot more comfortable
in and telling other countries
what to do, how and when to do knowing that my tax dollars were
being sunk. into solving some of
I am not opposed to war.w'ben .the problems that our nation has
it is necessary; war is required Itself problems that our current
when the United Stales is under administration and other adminis
attack, or when there fa a reasona- tratioas before it seem bent oo
: !
bly good chance that k will be.
-- - -
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interpretation

MLK: A dream

from Vietnam were inordinately
those of African Americans, Dr.
King and other leaders pointed out
just how much the military preys
off the poverty it creates. Militarism here and abroad still depends
upon denying educational opportunities. Scarcity of education has
been sustained through funding
disparity and threats like Michael
Williams' last month to cut off
"minority" scholarships. African- Americans' and other" "minorities'" .
presences on campuses rasttopped
neany
pcrewi uyci u
adc You should check your temperature if you think this only a
coincidence. Thus the false en- ticements of military service victi- -'
commize the African-Americdisproporpoor
people
munity and
tionately. It is not the daughters
ana
"

HANS JOHNSON
Voice Viewpoint! Editor

Red pins recently worn around
campus commemorate the life and
loss of Dr. Martin Luther King,'
Jr. Inscribed below the picture on

these buttons are the words
"Living the Dream." I think it is

important to analyze this dream in
a lime when warfare once more
mutilates the globe and human be- nnm anA
lvn A friraiw Americans.
are exhorted to face
particular,
in
dangers
for a govern- the neatest
ment that does not respect their
rights. If we examine this dream,
maybe we will see its relevance
beyond tokens and slogans that
gloss over King's convictions.
How deeply does this dream speak
to us today?
and non-Dr. King made peace ana

i

an

"v""'

sons.

TZ

that serve as war's trophies. This
does not mean disrespecting the
needs of war veterans, but rather
calls for a society where the injured are not outcasts; government
priorities have repeatedly ignored
veterans' health care requests. This
means working for a society where
emotional, physical, and educational goals can be realized without an economic draft
Dr. King's dream highlights a
nation that lives with sensitivity,
stress
rather than
for a
working
means
syndrome It
among
understanding
nation of
groups of citizens, rather than intimidation of certain supposed minorities. It means shaping international aid away from bombs to fo
cus on Dasic numan nccus.
As with all dreams. Dr. King's
fits into a broader scope of change
c.rawn sav
c
post-traumat-

ic

r.n

; :,. rniiixt of the

.wr.C"Z

lareer vi

.-over-

looking:

ar

'

Th min'wm nf mv mlumn entitled "Jr. IJSji A comma, a semi- - ;
reflect lhe opin
colon, and a dash" (Voice. Deaaxiber 14, 1990) do
wnnng
lxjuct in any waj, iu..
ions of the staff of the Reading ana
I
or matter. Mike Pepper and Jeanene Spohn, the two students whom
I
what
mentioned in my column, are close friends of mine who wrote
their
consider to be intelligent LS.'s and gave me permission to use
names in my column. My comments regarding the J tmior LS. process
are in ho way meant to reflect upon the intelligence of juniors or the
validity of the Junior LS. projects. Rather, they were meant to "poke
process
fun at! the. Junior LS. process.which occurred last semester, a
apolomy
accept
WwhTcli TrpTayeaptofne two years ago. Please
concerncaused
gies for any misundcrstandingj this column may have
junior
ing the Reading & Writing Center, myself, or members of the
class. .1 think the Center serves an enormously important function lo
there; otherthe College; otherwise I would not have applied to intern
wise I would not encourage my friends to visit the Center with their
papers and ideas.

William Van Cleave

mcnt still spends 15 times more
on military expenditures than on
international economic aid. Not
only does this impoverish United
States citizens by pcrpuating hunger, homelessness, and massive
health care neglect but also, at the
expense of civil populations, depu--- ..
tizes foreign governments that lat- er turn up as "enemies."
.
When, the corpses flown home
. :.

.

withdrawal, and informed negotia
tions today. Only when the government makes a commitment to
people's wellbeing, including food,
shelter, and insured medical attention can that vision unfold. Until
then, we will march, we will resist, and we will hit the streets to
run with Dr. King's dream each

violence
irom
immunity
with the leaders
is
This
grief.
its most immediate
pertinent.
why his dream remains
But King's dream also demands
alternatives to violence on personal and local levels. In order to
maintain peace wiih one another
we musi pui uuwu u.
helmets
books and
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Hopes and fears for the future

Letters

has NO right
to occupy Kuwait
US

I woke on January 16 with a bad taste in my mouth. Something was
going to happen.
I can't tell everyone how sorry I am that I was right I do support the
war, but men in our military have died. They have left families behind.
It's hard to reconcile myself with the fact that I support a military operis sending men to die.
ation --a war-that

Different
View
Drew Nicholson

ever beard this rumor except from
But it's not the dead pilots in the Allied force that haunt me. It isn't Israelis who have also died. It's not
question "Why are we in the Peryour letter.
sian Gulf?" a lot recently. Unlike
Drew, please don't tell me that the Palestinians. They've signed their death warrant siding with Iraq in this war. They'll never get a home- nor do they deserve one. No, the faces that haunt me are those of the students I pass in the hall.
Drew Nicholson, I haven't been war is something that is necessary. lland,
I
.. . .1
T?
L
.1
"i".
f more .1man a Cicw niuuuis.
every iaic Ti paaa
war goes on lur
uT uus
nave
thing
I
saia inai lmiu eniisi in me miuiary
answer
come
horrible
up
with an
able to
War is the most
that satisfies my conscience.
that the leaders of two nations can makes me wonder if I will see them after two months from now: the face of a friend who quietly began to
weep when the six hundred assembled students at the January 17 convocation on the war sang "Peace Shall
The United States is not the do to their people, it is NOT a
Friends who try to talk me out of my decision. Faces around the country as people continue to
Overcome."
"World Police." NO country has means of settling disputes, save,
demonstrate for or against this war. Will these people who demonstrate so adamantly and loudly against this
the right to interfere in the workof course, by attrition.
ings of another. Yes, this includes
As for your moral question to war turn against the returning soldiers like at the end of Vietnam? I hope not.
war. We re probably
Unfortunately, I think that will happen. America isn't prepared for a long drawn-ou- t
Saddam Hussein, but it means the draftable young men, I must return
US has no right to go to war to another. Do ANY of us have the going to be shooting for a year or more. We have to expect thirty to fifty percent casualties in our forces
stop him either. Sanctions are one right to support a war which will alone. Americans are not going to like that, but this is a WAR.
So people shout at me, "How can you support this madness?!?!?" I tell them this: I fight for people. I
violence kill (at least) thousands of people
thing, but
fight
for the children of Kuwait who have been killed. I fight for freedom in Kuwait, something that Ameri
is an abomination to the holders of. for no better purpose than Ameriso for granted that we routinely criticize our government In Saddam's world, no one is allowed to
cans
take
can oil rights, overdependence
any moral code.
Icriticize
him
the way we criticize Bush.
upon which has already caused an
As a history major who is quite
But an ABC poll shows 83 percent of the people support the war effort and 65 percent want one of the ob
familiar with the phenomena of environmental crisis?
jectives of the war to be an effort to get Saddam out of power, completely. The support is there, but I don't
media hysteria and "urban myth," I
I don't think so.
see it at Wooster.
would like to know the source of Doug Browne
What I see in these faces is people thinking they're in the sixties. I see people being politically correct. I
for
Applying
Student
your data regarding Saddam drainWooster
hate that. Don't express a view unless you truly do believe in it! There is no excuse for the fake idealism
ing blood from Kuwaiti babies -- Conscientious Objector Status
that is gripping the College. People need to know what they are talking about before they say stupid things,
has
spoken
no one to whom I have
and I do the same thing. I urge all of you to join me in truly finding our roles in this war. Some roles will
be those of support. We must support our troops.
For some the role will be that of conscientious objector. Fine, if you can prove that you are truly against
The Wooster Ski Club is offering 3 trips this Winter. The first is .
war. .But anyone, who is against this war is hurting the United States and anyone who is hurting the US
ALL
Y.
'
Feb.
toiow Vt:rilhe'sec6n isTtblH& to Holiday Valley,-Nhelping
is
5add Hiin.Both goa jpe,tnsame:a protester wants troops ait of Iraq.' Saddam wants us
18J,The Club has"- Over the first week of Spring Break ffaarch
but of Iraq. Different means, same idea. . He sees protestors and thus he s willing to fight a little' longer.
scheduled a trip to Utah," offering skiing at Snowbird, Alta, Brighton,' iNow, this doesnt mean that protesting is wrong; it just doesnt help. Protestors have to take the responsibil
and Park West For more information or reservations, please contact eiity for the effects of their action. And remember, the role for many others will be fighting, and many of us
or Don Tinker, x3763.C-2-9 16. will die. I can accept that as my role, should it happen. Can you?
ther Mike Callas at

I. too, have been hearing the
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Do you
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-

think civil disobedience is an effective

prOteSt againSt the War?

(Quotes taken by Pauline Ach; photos by Dan Stefanluk.)
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I truly wish it were.
Mary Harvey
Senior

'

e

0

.

.

1

.

Yes because it can be a very powerful witness of your own consciousness and a very effective
statement of objection to your
community.
Rowly Brucken
Senior
.

.

I don't think anyone should do it
since I support the war and I think
we are doing the right thing. But, I

think if protest is used it should
only be
MarkRugaber
non-viole-

First-ye-

ar

nt.

I would say that it is definitely
does not hurt, that any expression
of dissent that catches the attention
of the public makes its point
Paul DeCoster
Senior

I think it will let the President
know how people feel but I don't
think it will change his decision.
Douglass Caudill

r
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GULF WAR
Zogby calls New World Order casuality of war
DAVID ROYSE
Voice Stiff WHwr
James Zogby, Executive Director of the Arab American Institute
in Washington D.C., told students
and community members that
while the United Stales may win
the war against Iraq, they may not
win the larger war for political stability in the Middle East.
Speaking to about ISO people at
Matccr Hall last Tuesday night.
Zogby said that the first casualty
of this war was the 'new world order" that Administration officials
have given as their reason for op

posing Iraq.
He said that the US. should
"issue a political initiative that
will address not only the Kuwaiti
problem, but the larger political
issues in the region if it wants to
create a sense that it really wants a
new world order."
The Administration, said Zogby,
has failed to consider that when
Saddam Hussein is gone, if the
political problems of the region
are not addressed, Arab problems
will come to be represented by
someone else.
"You can destroy Saddam Hussein, but you won't destroy the

longings of the constituency he
has come to represent." be said.
Zogby contends that the United
States made a "fundamental error
in the conduct of our foreign policy by failing to understand the issue of linkage."
Zogby. who was a
and chairman of the Palestine Human Rights Campaign in the late
1970s, said that though "Saddam
is a charlatan" and is "callously
exploiting the needs of the Arab
people who confide in him," until
someone else addresses their political complaints, including the Palestinian issue, they will turn to
co-foun- der

the Iraqis out of Kuwait.
"Violence on top of violence
only makes more violence," said
Zogby. "War will further alienate
the Arab world and make long-terpeace more difficult."
Zogby, who is of Lebanese origin, is a lecturer and scholar on
reMiddle East issues, U.S.-Ara- b

him.
Zogby said that even if the U.S.
wins this war, if they do not address the other issues, "they will
not win the peace," because Arabs
will continue to feel betrayed by
the west.
Zogby said that he was depressed
because the war was. in his mind,
avoidable. Sanctions were working, according to Zogby. Now
that it has started, however, Zogby
The U.S.
called for a cease-firthe U.N.
it,
doesn't have to do
had
U.S.
can." He said that the
military
adequately shown Iraq its
might and that sanctions will force

m

lations, and is National

Vice-Preside- nt

for Public Policy for the
National Rainbow Coalition. He
appears frequently as an analyst on
television and radio news programs
and has testified before House and
Senate committees.

e.

examines
road not taken

Shull
Gordon L. ShuS

Voice Gowt Writer

Editor's Note: Shull is a

po-

litical science professor at the College.
Last New Year's Eve the people
of Wooster opened their local
ad
newspapers to find a full-paimplorcitizens,
fellow
from 140
ing them to "remember the past:
how wars have always brought
more sorrow and chaos than expected."
Those words seem prophetic, a
bare seven days into Operation
Desert Storm. Saddam Hussein's
airplanes and SCUDs still fly; his
command system still works; he
may yet succeed in taunting Israel
into attacking him. thus turning
the war even more - in the minds
of 200 million Arabs - into one of
Arabs against Israelis and Americans; he has given us a foretaste of
the pall he could cast over western
Asia if not the whole world - by
putting the torch to the vast oil
fields of Kuwait.
We bear, meanwhile, that the
pentagon has ordered sixteen thousand body bags (or was it forty
More sorrow and
thousand?)
chaos than expected, already.
Most Americans agreed that
once Saddam had trashed Kuwait.
the world had to do something. It
was not just that a new international order required respect for
civilized ways of settling disputes,
but that oil is not shoe laces or
peanuts. It is the lifeline of any
ge

.

industrialized or industrializing;
country.
No one can be comfortable when
a hostile tyrant controls a third of
the world's oil much less the 50 .
percent Iraq would have if it got
the Saudi oil fields. Bush masterfully orchestrated a UN response
that combined economic blockade
(to persuade Iraq to abandon Kuwait) and military deployment (to
deter Saddam from moving south,
and to defeat him on the ground if
he tried).

But we could not be comfortable, either, at the prospect of
fighting a country that - partly
with western help - has developed
the fourth largest military machine
in the world. The merits aside,
Iraq was not Grenada, not Panama.
Military men agreed that tens of
thousands of Americans would die
in any ground war against Iraq, no
mailer how much pounding Iraq
took from the air ahead of time.
Given these realities, there was a
road we could have trave&cd.
We had two very different tasks:
liberating Kuwait, and deterring
invasion of Saudi Arabia. ' We
could have fashioned distinct instruments for these distinct tasks.
We could have decided that for
two years we would use the blockade, and only that, to serve the
first purpose. We could at the
same time have sent in just
enough troops (backed by substantial deployments of naval and
see Shull: page 8

United States President George Bush announced the beginning of the War In the Gulf on live
television Wednesday Jan. 16th. Approximately 80 percent of the nation's population watched the
speech. Bombing of Baghdad, Iraq had begun at 7:06 Wednesday night (Photo by Dan Stefaniuk.)

The
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First Year Students
Forum Journal wants your submissions!!!

First -- Year Forum Journal is a publication comprised of journal entries, essays, fiction, poetry,
photography and art submissions from members of the first-yeseminar class.
ar

Questions? Please feel free to contact me either by campus mail
or by phone. (264-005Submissions should be sent CO William Van Cleave, box 2974
(C-297-
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Eaatemafcioiasil stuademts
SARA SUTHERLAND
Voice Staff Writer

Anxiety. Fear. Disbelief.
Frustration.
Concern. The
Wooster campus community is in
the process of experiencing all of

these reactions after operation
"Desert Storm" began sweeping
the Middle East a week and a half
ago.
Many students thought that they
would never witness war in their
lifetimes, especially a war that
could possibly take a loved one's
life. Despite our hopes for peaceful solutions, we will not be
spared from being spectators of the
ordeal of combat
A fact on this campus is that
there are students with friends,
boyfriends, cousins, even parents
involved in the war. However,
most of us forget that these loved
ones are not solely involved in
fighting.
'
There are Wooster international
students who live and have family
and friends, ia the Middle East. ;
;.".--

react to war

fairs, and some other members of it all. It just isn't in black and bat zones. The troops are stathe Deans' Staff met together and
tioned there to protect holy places
discussed ways they could be proand many students noted in Saudia Arabia.
active with both international and that the two biggest frustrations
Hasan also stated that he has
American students' concerns over right now are news reporting and seen a whole other side of the war
war, if in fact war did occur.
fears of retaliation. There is specthan we have. Hasan describes,
On January 16, when it was apulation that American media has "...In American media it's in the
parent that war was upon us. Cibeen limiting the scope of news best interests not to tell of Iraqi
coverage, in hopes to maintain the casualties. It's in the best intertron set up a meeting inviting international and American students overall support of President Bush. ests for Iraq to report these casu'Also, the frightening concept of alties, (to gain support against
to discuss any worries or fears
b
with him and Marilyn Kershaw, a
discrimination in the' American bombing) I saw on Papossible round-u- p of kistani T.V., reports of 100,000-150,00- 0
and
the
states
counselor at Hygeia. The meetby the governing held on Saturday, January 19
Iraqi civilian casualties(similar
to the Japanese-Americ- a -American
."
drew over SO students expressing ment
media is
concentration camps durtheir concerns related to the Middle
ing World War IT) is an anxiety of
East war.
He said many Arab countries
Citron is aware that there are many international students on . would like to see harm come to Is'
' '
many serious issues facing Woost- campus.'
rael, because of religious and poretalb
On the subject of
er students concerning the war.
litical differences. By bombing Issays,
"People
iation
on
Citron
the
The students have a large amount
rael, Hussein is hoping to bring
of anger because they feel that they campus have done a good job not the Israelis into the war, in hopes
have no control over any of the ag- taking frustrations out on each to also bring the other Arab coun- gression. Citron observed, other. I see a respect for feelings tries into the conflict, making it a
"Something like this happens and and support for each other. It's holy war.
Hasan finished by saying, "I do
it wrecks havoc on our daily life. . impressive to me."
'
Asim Hasan, a junior from Kara- not support war. I think there is
We don't know whether we should
watch TV all day to see the war chi, Pakistan returned from vaca- another way this could have been
updates, or if we should concent tion on Saturday, January 19, three solved.. A less devastating way..."
Shehryar Mohiuddin, a junior
irate clu3yiT':CThe-- 1
warbjegan.Hasan
'
If-'- 1
7 - says;thatccTore the January 15
from' Karachi, Pakistan explained
that we can't cd'
oXt)efJpIeiffifiow hegwWS iw6Wfc(?vwkat
r-- Citron also f
oliticSl WhSGSt was"." Mdftftttffin"
dents are experiv- his 'country .ld ndttuuf there
'of guilt due to the; obligation they would Jbe a -- war. They thought said, ''We've' always lived byTios- feel to support friends and family there would be an agreement made. tile neighbors: " Afghanistan on
one side, India on the other. Then
members involved in the conflict, They were sadly mistaken,
Hasan explained that Pakistan there's Iran.' '
yet, at the same time not personaltroops stahas 15,000-20,00- 0
For Mohiuddin, war has been
ly condoning war. ' .i
Citron states, "The students are tioned with the Allied forces. just another part of life. He feels
trying hard to come to terms with These troops are not in direct com- - sorry for the American students
--

anti-Ara-

Arab-America-

ns

hog-wash-

--

anti-Ara-

.

:

--

'
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-
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Arnericau

i!T

die Eastern descent an J iu.cc.-y- .
How arc these students coping" with the aggression surrounding
their families and friends in the
Middle East that jeopardizes what
they call home?
Before war was declared, James
L. Citron, the director of the Office of International Student Af;

deaneth.st

who have not experienced something like this. He' explains, "You
feel disillusioned by all of it"
On the topic of war, Mohiuddin
has a definite opinion of that:
"War is mindless-nothin- g
justifies

it"
Samer Dajani, a sophomore
from Jerusalam said that his parents, sister and brother are living
there. He explained that they have
made a sealed room out of a bedroom in their house, where they
go when sirens are' sounded. Dajani has talked with his family and
said they are very scared. .
Dajani does not believe Hussein
will harm Jerusalem, because it is
holy. He said, "It would be a dire
mistake on Hussein's part" Dajani
is sure that even though everyone

says this will be a short war, it
will be a long one. He also adds
that it will be a very bloody war.
He said, "I believe things will
change in the Gulf towards the end
of the second week, when bodies 1
start coming back in bags. "
Things will really start changing."
Dajani also has a strong opinion
about America media. "I hope
American
when'
anything1 ew ihoew9ihey will
look and try to find the other side
of the story, the other side of the
coin.' Many things presented to us
and biased.
here are one-sidBush doesn't want to lose his
--

ed

popular-

QUESTIONS ABOUT,
FINANCIAL AID?.;
CALL THE

Commentary

Amnesty questions Busies response to violations
Special to the Voice

Editor's Note: The following is
the Amnesty International USA response to President George Bush's
letter to campus newspapers
G. Healy, Executive Director
of Amnesty International USA.
by-Jo-

hn

Clear facts. Black and white.
Unambiguous choice. These are
the terms President Bush used in
the letter he sent to over 450 college and university newspapers last
week. The subject was Iraqi occupation of Kuwait The object was
to prepare young people for military confrontation in the Persian
Gulf.
Amnesty has recently published
a report on the Iraqi government's
gross human rights violations that
President Bush referred to in his

letter. However, the report was
published for one purpose: to ad- -:
vance the protection of human
rights. By publicizing such abuses, the movement generates public
pressure and international protest
Governments over the years have
channeled particular portions of
Amnesty's findings into their political agendas, and government authorities undoubtedly will continue
to do so in the future. But the
United States public should not
tolerate selective indignation by its
own government
We can teach our political leaders that people's human rights are
not convenient issues for rhetorical
arsenals.

When taken at face value. President Bush's condemnation of torture aad political killings by Iraqi
authorities appears laudable. Violations of basic human rights

arouse indignation and inspire action to stop them.
The matter becomes less "clear"
and "unambigous," however, in
the light of two questions: Why
did our President remain mute on
the subject of the Iraqi government's pattens of severe human
rights abuses prior to August

; should

"

1990?

Why does he remain mute about
abuses committed by other governcoalition partments, our
ners in the region?
Iraqi soldiers' behavior in Kuwait
does not constitute a sudden shift
to the brutal side. Iraqi civilians
so-call- ed

have suffered such cruel and degrad-

ing treatment by government personnel for more than a decade, as
detailed in numerous Amnesty International reports.
There was no presidential indignation, for example, in 1989,

when Amnesty released its findings about the torture of Iraqi children. And just a few weeks before
the invasion of Kuwait the Bush
Administration refused to conclude
that Iraq had engaged in a consis-

tent pattern of gross human rights
violations.
If United States policies before
August 1990 had reflected concern
about the Iraqi government's human rights record, our country
might not be digging in for war
today. Tomorrow's tensions in
the region may well be mapped by
the human rights records of our
long-ter"friends," such as the
Saudi Arabian government and
"friends," such as the
d
Syrian government
m

new-foun-

We've heard little from the United States in recent years about the
see Amnesty: page 10

are next year..." .

ity-elections
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internships

Urban semester
information night
Monday, January 28
7 p.m.
Lowry 118
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Shull: When a bad guy dares you to do a good thing
CONTINUED FROM PACE 6
air forces) to serve as a trip wire
between Iraqi forces and Saudi

Ara-

bia.

If we had as few as ten thousand
troops there. Saddam would know
that if he attacked them be would
invite airborne devastation of his
military and industrial assets.
(Remember good
and containment?)
old-fashio- ned

de-lenr- rce

Two missions, then, and two
strategies. To persuade him to
leave Kuwait, a long tight, patient
blockade, coupled with assurances
that once be had left Kuwait we
would support international arbitration of his concerns about two
islands and an oil field, and seriously tackle, in international conference, the outstanding questions
of the entire Middle East.
To persuade him to keep his
hands off Saudi Arabia, a force
small enough to accomodate easy

rotation of troops, but large
enough to give him massive pause
about going further.
In Congressional bearings late
last fall, the case for patient block

ade was made by such notable
non --doves as two former Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

(General Jones and Admiral
Crowe) and a former National Security Advisor (Zbigniew Brzezin-sk- i)

The administration's

answer

was suprisingly weak: there was
no guarantee that twelve or eighteen months of blockade would persuade Saddam to abandon Kuwait.
But who can speak of absolute
guarantees in this world? The evidence was clear that Iraq's economy and military machine were
both eroding under the impact of
the most effective blockade in history, and that on both counts Iraq
was unique! vulnerable.
Of course, we could not know
how big a price Saddam was willing to pay before agreeing to some
g
device for getting out
of Kuwait; but what was the rush,
as long as the world could maintain the blockade?
Alas, the main reason for the
rush may' well be that the Bush
Administration did not buy the
trip-wiconcept when it sent
face-savin-

re

troops to the desert. Rather, it decided that it must have enough to
win an offensive war on the
ground.
So, in early November, President Bush committed so many
troops that rotation had to be given up. Now the problem was not
the erosion of a coalition (the
.
blockade was.byaiithoritativt-timateseffec95 to 97 percent
tive!) but the erosion of morale in
a force loo large to rotate.
I very much fear that this overcommitment of troops is what
forced us to set deadlines that
would drive us into unnecessary,
tragic war. (We have to consider
another possibility as a supporting
cause: a president who had just
paid a heavy political price for reworking his lips simply had to
prove that be was no wimp).
The (Efferent road "less travelled"
would, of course have its own
risks.
The coalition might gradually
come apart - a challenge we might
have met by working to provide
collective support to countries like
Turkey and Jordan that paid the
'n
i I t
f
itrA?i Aft
M

irt-'-

"Give Peace A Chance" given second chance
SHAWN PERRY
Voice Ana Editor

Let me tell you now
Revolution. Evolution, mastication, flagellation,
regulations. Integrations,
meditations. United Nations. Congratulations,
John Lennon
These lyrics were sung more
than twenty years ago by the muJohn Lennon and
sical genius
his Plastic Ono Band in his anti-

war anthem, "Give Peace A
Chance." It was written as a medium to express the views and
concerns of the Vietnam War and
other issues in the late sixties .
Today this song has taken on a
new meaning and new lyrics in answer to the Gulf crisis and many
other problems that plague our
world in the nineties
The Peace Choir is the newest
installment of the "Pop Music
Peacemakers." my term for the
grouping of popular music personalities to sing a song for the benefit of peace keeping policies.
Such musical cummulations include United Artists Against
Aparthied. Band Aid and USA for
Africa. The new version of the
song was released on January IS
to coincide with the deadline Bush

gave Saddam Hussein to pull out
The anthem deals with issues of
of Kuwait. The project is the present concern and current trends
brainchild of Lennon's own IS in the same style of Billy Joel's
year old son Sean and musician
"We Didn't Start the Fire" history
lesson of last year, by naming off
Lenny Kravitz.
issues and words representing the
After the various Lennon tributes given during the later part of times.
1990 in celebration of the slaved Acid House. Cay spouse, greenhouse J Ieavy Metal. Hip Hop. cenmusical icon's 50th birthday. Krasong.
the
saw
"Give Peace A sorship, pastor die HIV, AZT
vitz
New Kids dance on MTV, with
Chance." as a good way of expressing concerns of the threat of toxic waste dumps In the sea.
The song is currently getting exwar and other current problems.
tended airplay on radio stations and
With the permission of Lennon's widow. Yoko Ono, and MTV especially as more news
Sean's desire to rewrite the song to breaks out with the violent and
deal with current issues, various tragic acts going on in the Middle
East.
musicians were contacted to particvoWhatever one's views are of the
ipate in the song and lend both
current Iraq situation the song doccal and writing contributions.
uments a humorous and realistic
The response was incredible.
representation of the chaotic nature
Artists that replied and participated
in the project included Kravitz. of the times we live in and still
keeps the untimely quality of John
Ono. and Lennon. M.C Hammer, Lennon's
original composition'
Adam Ant, Peter Gabriel. Tom
true to form. The closing lines
Petty, Bonnie Raitt, Allanah best sum up the intentions
of the
Myles. Michael McDonald, Cyndi
composition.
Lauper, Iggy Pop, Bruce Hornsby, Amazon,
the trees are gone,
Little Richard. Al Jerreau. Wendy
cancer cells from the sun.
Cool J, Randy
and Lisa.
Middle East, crazy beasts.
Newman, Terence Trent DArby,
Rock and Rollers sing for peace.
Dweezil and Moon Unit Zappa,
All we are saying is give peace a
and members of Bell Biv Devoe,
chance.
Run D.M.C, Skid Row, Red Hot
Sean Lennon
Chili Peppers and Guns 'n Roses.

f

Li.

heaviest price of the blockade.

Former Secretary of Defense
McNamara put the choice eloquently: who can deny that a year
of sanctions 15 cheaper than three
days of war?
A second risk of the road not
taken was that Saddam might take
a very long time agreeing to get
out of Kuwait, even when he could
not sell a drop of the oil that lured
him there, to say nothing of his
own. How long be takes might
depend on whether we offer him a
r,
such as the international conference on all the outstanding issues in the region.
Sure, that would make Saddam
look good for a while, but only
becuase the United States and Israel have failed for so long to support the dignity of the Palestinians
with anything like the zeal we
have professed for the Kuwaitis.
In this case we confront a classic
dilemma: what do you do when a
Bad Guy dares you to do a Good
Thing? Shall we paraphrase
McNamara? - who can deny that a
face-save-

stiff dose of embarrassment.
brought on in part by one's own

Where-t- o
'

oft-shatter-

AND TEACH INS

Monday, January 28

7pm Energy

Conservation
Lowry P

456-763- 9
456-111- 1

Tuesday, January 23
7 pm

For Senators:
( Your

--

DEMONSTRATIONS

President George Bush
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington. D.C. 20500
(202)
(202)

Judeo-Christia-

SCHEDULE OF
EVENTS FOR PEACE IN
THE MIDDLE EAST

Write
For the President:

moral failure, is cheaper than war?
President Bush has made much
of the principle of not rewarding
aggression. That is indeed a worthy principle, but it is not the
only one in a region that has been
shaped by moral ambiguities, conflicts and aggressions all the way
back to Abraham. To live by only
one absolute principle is to die unnecessarily, and to forfeit a chance
settlement
to salvage a long-ru- n
short-run
crisis.
out of this
n
heritage has
Our
a word for turning one good principle into an article of absolute
faith: idolatry. The secular world
has another fanaticism. Who can
deny that reasoned flexibility is
cheaper than war?
Our Amish neighbors tell us
that "we grow too soon old and
too late smart." Not a bad epitaph
for a US policy since early November, It will be doubly nam
now to take the road less travelled.
How we restore wisdom now
how we contribute to peace as well
as justice in that thrice-hol- y,
region - will call up all
the wisdom we can muster. -

For Representatives:
( Your Representative's name
here)
House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

ne

Conflict
Lowry Pit

Senator's name here)

U.S. Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510

Israel-Palesti-

Wednesday, January 30
7pm History of the Region
Lowry P8

Thursday, January 31
7pm

The Draft
Lowry Pit

TTot TnmVcf
David Wrobcl, History Dept.
Prof. Samuel Root, Geology Dept.
Prof. Gordon Shull, Political Science Dept.
These CO.W. professors will take part in this
week's discussion on the situation in the Persian Gulf.
They will provide valuable insights from their various per
spectives. The discussion will take place at 5:30 pm Fri
day, January 25 on the college radio station, WCWS 90.9
on your FM diaL If you can't listen, have a friend tape it
for you.

ed
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Regula supporis Bush on war resolution
Special to the Voice
Editor's note.
The following
is a statement by Congressperson
Ralph Regula from the 16th district in Ohio made on January 12,
1991 during Persian Gulf Resolution. Regula voted in favor of
giving President Bush a resolution
to deal with the Gulf crisis.

I have listened carefully to the
debate on the resolutions now before this body. It is clear that both
the Gephardt and the Solarz-Michel

resolutions, as well as Durbin, recognize the need to evict Iraq from
Kuwait and to reverse the brutal
and illegal occupation of Kuwait.
The debate today is over the
most effective means of achieving
the goal of gaining freedom for the
beleaguered nation of Kuwait
I am convinced that sanctions
al
alone will not result in the
of Iraq from Kuwait and
will only result in erosion of the
strength of the United Nations Coalition. The tyranny Saddam
Hussein will be emboldened by
what he perceives as a lack of will
wit-draw-

on the part of the U.S. and its
U.N. allies. Time will only make
the problem facing the international military forces more difficult
and potentially more costly in human life. .
As the President continues working for a peaceful solution he
"needs to be armed with the option
of using force. The record of bra- -,
tality of Saddam Hussein shows
clearly that he does not respond to
rational options.
As President George Washington
stated in his first annual address to
the Congress, To be prepared for

No draft deferments for college students
eenth birthday.
three days of the act, with the lotAccording to Waltman's official
tery being held on the first day and
Voice Staff Writer
literature, the men with the highthe first notices being received
If the war in Iraq were to come within three days. The recipients est priority will be those whose
to a draft, there would be no deferwould then have ten days to report birthdays fall into the year of their
ments for students at the College to their local draft board.
,20th birthday. In other words,
defershould a draft be instituted, men
no
There will be college
of Wooster according to Larry
ment this time," Waltman said, "If who were born in 1971 will be in
Waltman, spokesperson for Select
the draft's first class. '
you aire currently' enrolled in
tive Service System in Washing- jTe&nd
jof
I
The literature also went on to deyoucan5dcei
I
ton D.C- r.
scribe what is necessary when apIn addition, Waltman said that,1 the current term.' If you are a sencontrary to a rumor that had been ior, you may defer until the end of plying for conscientious objector
circulating around college campus' the year so that you can receive status. A man must be conscientiously opposed to all wars and
across the country, no lottery has your degree. Then youH be rebe able to provide to his lomust
go."
been activated and that it would quired to
board the following items:
draft
cal
was
first
The Selective Service
take an act of Congress for the
statement
1.
of his beliefs, be
a
whole Selective Service machine used in the Qvil War and then was
ethical,
or moral;
rereligious,
they
revived for World War I. It
to begin moving.
them;
2. how he arrived at
This is not a light switch oper- mained in place until 1973 in order
3. the influences that they have
ation," Waltman said. There will to keep the army at appropriate
how he lives his life; and
on
the
battles
fight
the
of
to
levels
Congress,
in
healthy
debate
be a
men
the applicant has the option
young
Presently,
4.
War.
Cold
started."
before any draft could be
SerSelective
the
for
register
must
Waltman added that the governsee Draft: page 10
ment could begin a draft within vice within 30 days of their eight
FRANK H. ANDORRA, JR.

col-leg- ej

Students walkout in
response to war
FRANK H. ANDORRA. JR.
Voice Staff Writer

The gray clouds which sent
snow flurries down on Wooster reflected the mood of the students at
the College of Wooster as they
walked out of their classes at
10am last Thursday to convene a
discussion of the Gulf War.
Between five hundred and six
hundred students gathered at
McGaw Chapel on the College
campus to express any concerns
that they had about the war in the
Gulf. In addition to opening the
microphone for comments, each

--

student was asked to put one of
their concerns on a piece of paper
and these were read at various parts
during the ceremony.
Tributes to friends already in the
Gulf and moments of silence interspersed the forum and the students
joined in singing a modified version of "We Shall Overcome"
"Peace Shall Overcome."
While the majority of the
speeches were pleas to bring the
troops home, one sophomore declared his willingness to go, to
fight, and to die for the Kuwaiti
people.

"What is the difference between
any student in this room and Iraqi
students who have been killed and
had their organs removed and put
solin organ banks for
diers?" sophomore Drew Nicholson said, "What is the difference
between the children in Kuwait
and the children that anyone in
this room might have someday? I
will not Cght for oil. I will Tight
for people."
The walkout began a week of
discussions and protests on the
campus. Further events are scheduled for the next few weeks.

war is one of the most effectual
means of preserving peace."
The Solarz-Michresolution
mandates that the President must
certify to Congress that "the United States has used all appropriate

war. I hope and pray that we can
still avoid war. Our images of the

Iraq with the United Nations Security Council resolutions... In
addition, the resolution approved
by the House invokes the War
Powers Act"
This decision is not easy. Having myself served in the U.S.
Navy, I fervently resist the idea of

tunity.
And then one man, hungry for
the power that oil would provide
him, and seeing himself as the
savior of the Arab world, clouded
our view of the world as we are
trying to build.

el

war era do not involve
fighting. They involve economic
prosperity, the free trade of both
post-col- d

products and ideas, a renewed emdiplomatic and other peaceful phasis on quality of life for all
means to obtain compliance by people, and the equality of oppor-

TIMETABLE FOR THE GULF WAR

(compiled by Drew Nicholson and Randal Horobik)
DAY ONE: The war begins. 7:09 pm, ABC gives first report of Allied
bombing military targets in Baghdad. Approximately 100 cruise missiles
fired at targets in Iraq. Western Iraq SCUD missile silos destroyed Uncon
firmed) Baath Party Headquarters, Defense Ministry and Presidential center
leveled in Baghdad (Unconfirmed) Allies lose three planes. Saddam Huss
ein addresses Iraq, saying: The American will pay," and, "King Fahd is
traitor." President Bush announces to the world that "The liberation of Ku
wait has begun." In the biggest airstrike in the history of the U.S, only
eight Allied planes are lost in the first 2000 sorties.
DAY TWO: Wooster holds a walkout on classes. Libyan President Mum- mar QuaddifH issues a statement condemning both the VS. and Iraq and
urges a peaceful solution to die conflict. Jordan disavows the war effort,
condemning die U.S. and closes skies to all participants in the war. A res
olution in the House and Senate pass supporting and commending the U.S
forces in the Gulf. Saddam promises that the U.S.will regret this
'madness." Iraqi Radio reports 23 Iraqi dead, 66 wounded. Iraq launches 6-10 SCUD missiles on Israel. Haifa,
and other targets are hit.
Dhahran launches an air defense missile against an Iraqi SCUD missile at
tack. A limited ground engagement between Allied and Iraqi border patrols
is reported, with two Marines dead. Unconfirmed Israel issues a state
ment reserving the right to retaliate if attacked again. Reports continue to
ciruculate about several known terrorists having entered the U.S. Two
ground casualides reported by the U.S. (Confirmed)
DAY THREE: During a report of an another attack on Israel, the U.S. Stock
Market drops 20 points in five minutes. Iraq reports that they have Allied
pilots in custody and that they have downed 94 Allied planes. Allied
sources reveal having lost seven aircraft. President Bush issues an order
extending the active period of reservists to two years. Missile strike in Is
Between three
rael, hitting near key government locations in
and five explosions from SCUD missiles reported. An Israeli reuliation
seems eminent.
DAY FOUR: American air base in Dhahran comes under missile attack.
Military experts believe that if Israel attacks Iraq, Jordan may join Iraq.
Israel announces three wounded from previous missile attacks. Israeli air
border. Egypt, Syrai and Saudi Arabia
craft fly along the
reiterate that an Israeli reataliadon on Iraq would not change their commit
ment to the coalition against Iraq.
DAY FIVE: Iraqi SCUD missiles launched at Riyadh and Dhahran. The Pen
tagon claims that ten missiles in all were fired into Saudi Arabia, all were
downed by Patriot missiles. Seven Allied POWs are paraded through Bagh
dad. Three are American. Iraqi radio plays "confessions" of the prisoners
Baghdad is now thought to be largely out of communications ability, pow
er and running water. Report released that the Pentagon has ordered
16.000 to 40,000 body bags.
DAY SIX: Another Iraqi missile strike launched on Israel. A residential
is hit, injuring 70 people, killing three. Other missiles'
area in
were taken out by Patriot missiles given to Israel by the VS. Missiles are
also launched at Dhahran, but are taken out by Patriot missiles .Aerial pic
tures show that oil fields in Kuwait are burning, set aflame by Iraqi forces.
DAY SEVEN: A SCUD missile is launched at Israel by Iraq. Patriot missiles blast it from the sky. The 82nd Airborne Division continues to
"
ti
border.
move closer to the Saudi
DAY EIGHT: All television journalists are now out of Baghdad. Damage to
the city is great, including much civillian property as die sorties continue.
Reports of the ground war being soon are discounted by the Pentagon.
Tel-Av- iv

Tel-Avi- v.

Israeli-Jordani-

Tel-Av-

an

iv

Arabian-Kuwai-

'
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Draft: C.O.'s do alternative service sharing insights
Teach-in- s

Special to the Voice
.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

to provide letters from persons
who know him well enough to
testify to the sincerity of his beliefs.
Anyone applying for conscientious objector status must understand that being granted that status
does not relieve them of their obligation to serve their country. If a
man is granted objector status, he
will be either given a job in the

Alternative Service Program,
which allows the objector to provide social services for his country
in Leu of actual combat duty if his
beliefs demand that he not be affiliated with the Armed Services, or
if bis beliefs allow him to enter
the military on the onderstanding
that be will not Tight, be will be
roles
assigned to
within the military service.
"It is the policy of the Selective
Service System to treat persons in
the Alternative Service Program
fairly and with dignity, and to assign them to positions which
made them genuine contributions
to the national beahh.' safety of
the literature stated.
addition
to conscientious
la
ministers and ministerial
students will also be also be deferred. Other potential deferments
non-combat- ant

m-lere-st."

ob-jecto-rs,

include:
1. surviving sons

or brothers in
a family where the parent or sibling died as a result of previous
U.S. military actions;
2. those whose induction into

the military would create a hardship for those who are dependent
on them for their welfare;
3. certain elected officials while
they are still in office;
4. veterans;
5. aliens and dual nationals may
be exempt from LLS. military service depending upon their place of
residence and country of citizenship.
Reactions from both sides of the
draft issue to the possibility of t
draft were quick in coming.
"I see a lot of people going
around acting like this is Vietnam.
It's not. I think that people need
to trust the government on this
one." said sophomore Drew Nicholson, "A majority of the population must think that he is doing a
good job with this thing. People
say this war is for oil and for
money and to give George Bush
an ego boost. It's not.
"The men of this country have a

down to people helping other peo-

ple, because that's what really
matters."
"No. I wont go and fight. The
foreign policy of the United States
government is inexorably rooted '
in greed, deceit, and hypocrisy."
stuJohn Atkinson, a first-yedent, said. "Throughout its history, it has consistently exploited
the nations and peoples of the
ar

world for its own

needs-plunde- ring

those with valuables it
covets, embracing those who are
willing to help, and ignoring
those who do the same elsewhere
in the world providing there is no
,
political advantage to be gained
all regardless of the code of ethics
it so pompously veils itself in.,
"The War in the Gulf is no ex- ception. Iam not satisfied with
.
the government's current assertion
;
that war with Iraq was a last, but
nevertheless vital, resort. Using
violence as a means of resolving
very serious question to think political disputes is not only
about in the coming months. I
it is also immoral.
have a just as important one my-,- -. ... "The US,Overomept;rushed
self. When I enlist, I will bee into this war and now has t&e gall
'
fighting
ftojafr surprised Ty the liicvlubili- bes it brought on Iraqi aoacicj on
pie. I believe that the best things-on- Israel. POWs, Iraqi exploitation of
can do is to sacrifice oneself the Palestinian issue, and the
for another.
of Sadaam.
"We would fight if these people
"War has incalculable and irrevwere Americans, would we not? I ocable consequences. My governdon't look upon this war as bement has failed me by refusing to
tween nations. We are all humans aspire to its own ideals of a new
and we all have a responsibility to world order and I win not serve
care for each other. It ail comes
that in which I no longer believe."
.

simple--

ns

tions and Foreign Policy,"
"Energy Policy and ConservaReligion
tion," "Arab-Musliand Culture," "Israeli-PalestiConflict," "History of the Middle
East Region," "The Draft" and
will conclude with the "Veterans
m

ne

of War."
A diverse group of student volunteers organized each teach-in- s as
an individual event; formats and
speakers will cover a variety of
styles. The overall expectation is
that current historical and personal
accounts of these interrelated issue
will help the campus community
educate itself.
Organizer Matt Crammer stated,
"I think that to be properly informed is essential to making a
fully thought out decision."

minded,
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Support Gronny for Students-
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Shull: The dilemna of when bad
guys dare you to do good deeds
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7
appalling tactics of repression used
in Saudi Arabia and Syria.
Torture is reportedly a common
. practice in Saudi Arabia, and political detainees have been jailed
there prolonged periods without
charge or trial. Syrian prisoners
are routinely tortured. A majority
of the thousands of political prisoners held in Syria have been denied their right to a trial.
Relentless and ruthless abuses
by the Iranian government continue. More than 5,000 Iranians
have been executed during the last
three years. Incommunicado detention and torture are routine in
Morocco, and that country's government persists in responding to
"disappearances" with secrecy and

has been
A series of teach-in- s
organized by campus students surrounding the events leading to and
stemming from the war in the Per- -'
sian Gulf. The intent of the teach-iis to bring students, professors
and community members with the
special interests in specific areas
relating to the Middle East together to share their insights and discuss differing views with students.
While highly polarized arguments for and against actions in
the Persian Gulf can essentially
dominate discussion of the war, it
was organizers' concern that this
effectively drowns out those who
still are forming their own opinions.
Mark Hendrikson. one student
organizer, clearly states the situation, "People seem really confused. The teach-i- n plan sounds
like it could be a big help to a lot
of people."
will take
All of the teach-in- s

place in Lowry Center Pit, most
will run from 7 pen to 8 pra. Flyers will be posted around campus
to advertise and list any differences
in scheduled times.
The teach-i- n topics for this coming week will include "US Rela-

silence.
Our government fails to act with
determination against torture suffered by tens of thousands of prisoners held in Turkish jails.
The Egyptian Government has
subjected many thousands of political prisoners to detention without
charge or trial. The torture of political prisoners, especially supporters of Islamic groups opposing the government, is reportedly
common in Egypt.
In the Israeli Occupied Territories, thousands of Palestinians
have been detained without charge
or triaL Many of the detainees
committed the "offense" of peacefully exercising their rights to free

.

expression and association. Israeli
troops, often engaging in excessive use of force, have killed hundreds of Palestinian civilians.
Amnesty International takes no
position on the territorial disputes
now raging in the Persian Gulf.
But we do support international
coalition building to prevent aHI
egregious human rights violators
from conducting business as usual.
If President Bush is sincere

about "desperately wanting
peace" and if he wishes to remove
ambiguity from his invocation of
"moral obligation," then let him
be consistent in his concern for
human rights.

Tuesdays

11

a.m. to iz:3U p.m.

third floor

Hygeia Hall- -

'

Adult Children of alcoholics Thursdays 11 a.m to 12:30 p.m. Andrews Hall
level
Club
Room-Baseme-

nt

Alcoholics Anonymous
Thursdays, 8 p.m. in Wishart 104

NOW IS THE TIME TO BEGIN THINKING
ABOUT SPRING BREAK TRAVEL PLANS

Flair Travel Consultants Inc.

346 E. Bowman Street

(near McDonalds)

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
CALL (216)

For all your travel needs

264-65- 05

Registered Ohio Travel Agent TA0305

Classifieds
Futon - 3 position single bed. New.
2716. Evenings.

$175 669- -

Attention all Wooster students:
We are a new commuter service available in this
area. We provide an 8 minute service to Cleveland
Hopkins Airport; saving you expense and time. We
will fly anywhere in the U.S. and Canada. Accom
modates up to Ave passengers. Call
567-327- 7.
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FEATURE
International week celebrates diversity amidst war
KENNYBERG
Voice Staff Writer

In the shadow of the Persian
Gulf War, the annual International
Week at the College of Woostcr
began Tuesday, featuring objects,
films, slides and performances
from all over the world. The event,
which will run through tomorrow
took off with an International Fair,
an exhibition of posters, clothes
and pieces of craftmanship from as
various countries as the Philip-pine- s,
China, Pakistan and the
Netherlands.

designated as

Tuesday was

Asia Day, which among other
things was scheduled to offer traditional dances from Asian countries. But because of the current
war in the Middle East, the dancing was canceled as well as the Indian film "Salaam, Bombay." Instead, a documentary film about
the Arab-Israe- li
conflict was
shown.
Liz Satow, an Administrative Intern in the Office of International
Student Affairs who is coordinating the project, said that the organizers "felt an urgent need to address the issue of the Gulf War."
Although she is pleased with the

outcome of Asia Day, Satow said
that "the war has affected the International Week profoundly," resulting in many changes in the program of the event
Asia Day concluded with a lecture by Dr. James Zogby, Executive Director of the Arab American
Institute in Washington, D.C.,
about the situation in the Middle
East (Editor's Note: Refer to article on the Middle East pages con- cemingzogby'sdrcss-- )
The following day, Europe Day,
featured The Story of Adele H," a
French film, as well as slides, pos- -

'

ters and dances from the Soviet next to the Westminster PresbyterUnion, Austria, Sweden, Norway, ian Church House on Pine Street.
Greece and Spain. The evening Tickets are available at Lowry
ended with a film from Germany, Front Desk for those who are in"Ali: Fear Eats the Soul."
terested. The dishes offered come
As of Wednesday, there seemed from seven or eight countries and
to be some confusion about the three different continents.
Satow said that "at least half of
exact program of Americas Day
(Thursday) and Africa Day the international students on cam(Friday), but at least Colombia, pus are involved, to one degree or
another" in International Week.
Ecuador and Malawi were schedThe purpose of the whole project,
with
perforuled to be represented
she added, is for "the campus and
mances and displays.
The final event of the week will the surrounding community to get
be the International Dinner at 5 a taste of the countries that are
pm on Saturday in Mackey Hall, represented at the College."

Events at Scot Lanes
STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD
Special to the Voice

Everything from bowling; tour- -'

pool

naments,

tournaments,

moonlight bowling, red pia spc-cial games, and a chess tournament will be featured at Scot
Lanes this semester.
Everyone can get involved in
these events, no matter what level
of skill you possess. The first
Scotch Doubles Bowling Tournament begins on Monday, January
pm and then
28th from 7:30-9:3- 0
continues on February 4th, 11th,
18th, 25th. and March 4th.
Moonlight Bowling which feabowling and free
tures half-pric-e
shoe rental, will be on Saturday,
January 26th, Saturday, February
22nd, and Saturday, April 13th,
from Ham- - 12:30 am. A pool

--

tournament is scheduled on Friday,
February 1st, at 6pm, and continues February 8 th, 15th, 22nd. and
March 1st (singles and doubles)
Also scheduled at Scot Lanes
this semester is the Red Pin Special nights, starting Friday, February 8th from 1 1pm. then continuing Friday. March 29th. Friday,
April 12th and Friday. April 26th.
During these special nights you
can win free games.
For all you avid Chess enthusiasts, a chess tournament is in
the future at Scot Lanes. The
Chess Tournament registration begins on Monday. February
February 18th. Sign up
at Scot Lanes Desk. The Chess
Tournament will take place on
Saturday. February 16th, 10am-unt- il
finished in Scot Lanes.
9--

11th-Monda-

y.

JUST
ONE
WEEK.

MUSICIANS

PERFORMERS

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

TECHNICIANS

Phis a chance at
$5000 more!

program wonts.1
No Investment needed.
Ext. SO
Call
i nis

1-800-932-

-0528

Financial Aid
Reappiication Packets
were sent to home
addresses over Christmas
Break. If your parents still
have not recieved them, stop
n the Financial Aid Office for

another one.
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" SANDUSKY, OHIOr
Friday. Jan. 4
Cedar Point
Park Attractions Office
Rehearsal Studio
Registration: 1 30 t 4:30 p.m.

DECATUR. ILLINOIS:
Tuesday. Jan. 22
Millilcin University
Richards Treat University Center
Registration: 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.

--

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA:
Wednesday. Jan. 23
Indiana University
Memorial Union Solarium
Registration: 2:30 4:30 p.m.

COLUMBUS, OHIO:
Thursday. Jan. 10
Ohio Stale University
Drake Union
Registration: 2:30 -- 4:30 p.m.

(o)

MUNCIE, INDIANA:
Thursday. Jan. 24
Signature Inn
Comer of McGalliard

BEREA, OHIO:
Friday. Jan. 11
Baldwin-WallaCollege
Kulas Musical Arts Building
Registration: 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.
ce

Si Bethel Rds.

Registration: 2:30 4:30 p.m.
--

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN:
Monday. Jan. 14
University of Michigan
Michigan Union Anderson Room
Registration: 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.

.

--

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO:
Friday. Jan. 25
Bowling Green State University
University Union - Ohio Suite
Registration: 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.
.

PITTSBURGH, PA:
MT. PLEASANT, MICHIGAN:
Monday. Jan. 28
Tuesday. Jan. IS
Point Park College
Central Michigan University
Norvall C Bovee University Center Studio 4
Registration: 3:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Registration: 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.

.

Publishing Opportunities
Cale Research Inc. has immediate openings for students & graduates to do
research and writing for our reference books and other information-baseproducts.
Qualified candidates must have- -"
s college coursework in liberal arts
strong writing skills
v researching experience
v proofreading and editing skills
positions have advancement opportunities. Our
These challenging, entry-levbenefit package includes immediate medical, dental, and vision coverage; flexible
work hours: tuition assistance; and profit sharing.
If you are interested in joining one of the premier information providers for
libraries and businesses worldwide, we want to hear from you. Call our 2
9
or send your resume, transcripts. nd
information line (313)
expository writing sample to:

EAST LANSING. MICHIGAN:
Wednesday. Jan. 16
University Inn
100 Trowbridge Rd. (Rts. 496 &
Registration: 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.
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KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN:
Thursday. Jan. 17
Western Michigan University
Dallon Center. School of Music
(Pari at Miller Auditorium)
Registration: 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.

127)

KENT. OHIO:
Tuesday. Jan. 29
Kent State University
Student Center - Third Floor
Registration: 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.
SANDUSKY. OHIO:
Wednesday. Jan. 30
Cedar Point
Park Attractions Office
Rehearsal Studios
Registration: 1:30 - 4:30 p.m.
.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Cedar Point Live Shows Auditions P.O. Box 5006
(419)
Sandusky. Ohio 44871-800- 6
627-23-
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ARTS

Special to the Voice

College of Wooster music proh
fessors Elizabeth
and Brian Dykstra will perform tots
in a special
gether as
recital on Saturday, Feb. 2, at 7 JO
pm at The College of Wooster's
Cault Recital Hall in the Scheide
Music Center. The recital is free
and open to the public
The program will include Concertino by Dmitri Shostakovich.
Siies Auriculaires by Maurice
Ravel. Amen dsi Desir from Visions de VAmen by Oliver Mes-tiae- n.
Three Dances by Aram
Khatchaturian. Souvenirs by Samuel Barber, and Variations of a
Theme cfPaganini by WiJold
Barnany-Schlauc-

duo-pianis-

Lu-toslaw-

ski.

. native of Sao

10

Wooster music faculty since 1975
and has taught at Case Western
Reserve University since 1988..
Listed in the 1989 issue of American Keyboard Artists, she holds a
doctorate of musical arts degree
from Ohio Stale University, a
master's degree from the Univers-t- y
of Michigan and a bachelor's degree from Baldwin Wallace Conservatory of Music
's
career as a
performing artist began at the age
of 12. She has performed exten- sively as a soloist, chamber must- cian and vocal accompanist in Brazil. Canada and the VS. She is a
and active member of
the Concordance Ensemble, which
appeared as part of the Cleveland
Museum of Art's Musart Series.
Dykstra joined The College of
Bamany-ScMauch-

co-foun-der

.

.

Wooster in 1969 and currently is
the chair of the music department.
He recieved his docorate of musical arts and master's degrees from
thew Eastman School of Music in
Rochester, N.Y.. and his bachelor's degree from the Juliard Scoot
of Music in New York City.
Dykstra has performed in many
chamber music concerts including .
several at the Purcell Room in
London, England, and at Carnegie
Recital Hall in New York Cry.
He also has performed as a ragtime pianist at colleges, elementary and secondary schools and national ragtime festivals. Dykstra
has composed many concert rags,
music for beginning and interme
diate pianists and other works.
Twelve of his collections and single pieces have been published.
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win perform a duo
Brian Dykstra and Elizabeth Barnany-Schlauc- h
Hall In ScnekJa
Recital
in
GauR
at
night
730
piano recital Saturday
Music Center. (Photo by News Services.)
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Art Museum features Italian etchings
4

NEWS SERVICES
Special to the Voice

Selected etchings of four Italian
artists from the 18th century,
considered one of the high points
of printroaking history, will be
exhibited in the upper gallery of
The College of Wooster Art Mu- -'
seum from Jan 20 through Feb
20.
The artists, Giovanni Battista
Piranesi, Giovanni Battista Tiepo-lhis son Giovanni Domenico
Tiepolo and Canaletto, are representative of the best original
and etchers in 18th century
Italy" says exhibit curator and
Wooster art historian Linda C
Hults. She describes the 23 etchings., part of the College's John
Taylor Arms Collection, as "very
o,

print-make- rs

,

.

distinctively Italian." Piranesi and Canaletto were part
of the veduie landscape tradition of
painted and printed topographical
views. Unlike other vedute artists, however, Piranesi and Canaletto enlivened their works with
the drama of light, shadow and human activity. Canaletto is notable ;
for his series of delicate etchings
of Venice, which comprise both
actual and imaginary views of the
city. Paranesi's most famous
etchings show the monuments and
ruins of Rome with imaginative,
dramatic impact.
The etchings of the elder Tiepon
fresco artist, porlo, a
tray the world of the fantastic
His motley groups of bizarre characters amid altars and niins have
well-know-

--

defied precise interpretation to the
present day. The younger Tiepolo
was primarily an etcher. His major series of etchings. Via Crucis
(Way of the Cross) and Flight into
Egypt, are both represented in this
exhibit.
Hults selected the etchings from
Arms collection
the 5,000-piec- e
while teaching a printmaking history class at the College last year
and felt they deserved to be shown
because of their historical content
as well as artistic value.
The John Taylor Arms Collection includes etchings, engravings,
woodcuts, lithographs and drawings by artists of the past 500
years. The collection was donated
to the College in 1967 by Ward
M. and Mariam C. Canaday.

n
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Faculty recital combines clarinet, violin, piano
has played with the Brazilian
Symphony Orchestra as well as
.
other orchestras.
Completing this very talented
On Friday, January 25th, newly
and highly accomplished trio is
appointed Music professor Jose a renowned orchestra.
.
i
Andre-Lu- is
Rangal, born in Brazil,
Nifrom
Nicole Lerch, who hails
Rua (clarinet), together with
t
f- ?Wnn5aftf7r)hirigan - Trtaying -the r He begarr playing piano at the age
h.frrtntinft-aiTrcole FraTff T
ord violin at the age of ten with Rob- - of three and had his debut in an
chestra at the agcof eight years.
pre sen i a jacuuy cwiuii
ni duiuo. auyoiuuvu
mmsI miAtismA ttritK
f
'J. Mu merous- masters and
graduated with " r Ran eel received hisBM from the
Hall in Scheide
Gault Recital rT.1l
a Bachelor of Arts degree in Violin University of Rio de Janeiro and Folksinger Larry Long will travel with students to Washington, DC
sic Building at the College. .
from Goshen College in Indiana then after receiving a Fulbright to attend the peace protest and will return to Wooster to perform
Jose Rua, born in Porto, Portugal, has studied the clarinet with and a Master's degree in Violin Scholarship he got his Master's Monday night at 8 in Gautt Recital HaD.
such renowned musicians as Jayo-len- o from Boston University. Lerch Degree from the New England
Conservatory and his Doctoral dedos Santos and Jose Botelho has been living in Brazil since
from the Catholic University
gree
proin Brazil. He graduated from the 1985 where she is a visiting
supported by the MinAmerica,
fessor at the Federal University of of
Federal University of Rio de Janeiistry of Education in Brazil.
Rio De Janeiro.
ro cum laude and a silver medal.
Widely travelled. Dr. Rangel has
She has been given such
He also holds a Master of Music
in the Bavarian Radio Symplayed
graduate
as
a
Boston
awards
from
degree
in Clarinet
write his songs. Through the:
in Munich and has given ANN SCHMITZ
chamber
in
phony
perform
with
studied
to
he
University, where
children he has learned how to take
lectures at the Kennedy Center in Voice Staff Writer
music ensembles and in the orKalmen Opperman and Pasquale
- the edge off his cynicism and to
chestra at Boston University. She Washington D.C.
Cardillo.
Folksinger Larry Long has been create songs that anyone can feel
comfortable singing.
labeled everything from a commuA 1989 Grammy Award nomitroubanist to "a true American
Long has released three alcertain-he
nee.
dour," but one thing is for
r,
Press-leunder the Flying Fish record
bums
BANDA
K.
America.
MASANHKO
is a man who cares- cares
chael Block and Menahem
Run For Freedom, Sweet
label:
Voice Arti Writer
She has received numerous enough to get involved. The Minshe received her Bachelor's and
Thunder
and It Takes a lot of Pco-awards as a piano student, teacher, nesota native who has modeled his
Master's from Indiana University.
pie. For those of you who don't 1
It was there that she recieved her and performer and she comes to us career after such folk legends as
On Saturday 26th. Lynn Tschuthink you know any of his works,
an Woodie Guthrie and St. Francis,
dy will be performing on the pia- decorate degree in music She has highly acclaimed and promising
be Outstanding evening of entertaining music. has not only been involved in you're probably wrong. It is
no. A native of Minneapolis, Min- been elected to
doubtful that there are many who
d
and This recital is free and will begin such efforts as
nesota, is a member of the piano College Students of America
Inhaven't heard his most famous
American
the
of
Women
also
markets, but
at 7:30pm.
faculty at the College of Akron. Outstanding Young
song, "This Land Is Your Land".
in
missions
peace
dian Movement,
Studying with Karen Shaw, Mi
Long is scheduled to give perforCentral
the' Soviet Union and
mances
Monday in Gault Recital
America and the foundation of the
8
Hall
pm, and Tuesday at Beall
at
enan
Mississippi River Revival,
camp.
tripping
and
resident
finest
School
at 1:15 pm. He will
Ave.
vironmental organization to help
YMCA Camp Jewell, Connecticut's
attending
the march on
also be
clean up and protect the river.
specxmnselors,
6,
ages
children
Long's heart, however, seems to Washington for peace with stu"Memories that last a lifetime" working with
and
climbing
tennis
rock
crafts,
soccer,
dents and members of the Wooster
belong to the children. In Guthcialist in bike tripping, waterfront, sailing, riding,
Wednesday,
on
campus
on
be
will
Paul
community, with the possibility,
and
Peter
OklaOkemah,
Directors.
of
home
town
Village
rie's
as
needed, as well
Jewel,
Camp
or
write:
Center,
Student
that he might perform at the rally.
Lowry
stuwith
us
at
see
worked
Long
has
and
over
homa,
January 30; Come
help
schools
to
dents of the local
Colebrook, CT 06021. E.O.E.
Currently a professor of clarinet
and saxophone here at the College,
Mr. Rua has received numerous
awards and held positions on many

MASANHKO K. BANDA
Voice Arts Writer
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Folksinger Larry Long brings
his activism to Wooster

pre-stegio- us

as-sistants- hip

Tschudy performs piano recital

-.

farmer-controlle-

New England summer jobs!
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Men's B -ball
BURTKEIPER
Voice Sports Writer

'

The men's Fighting Scot basketball team continued their rampage
over the winter break, extending
their record to 17 wins and two
break,
losses. After a short-live- d
the Scots returned to battle, hosting the annual Mose Hole Classic.
This year, the Scots hosted Capital University, Texas Trinity, and
Hope College, a national power
from Michigan.
In the first round. Wooster faced

Texas Trinity. The Fighting
halftime
Scots raced to a 42-1- 9
lead and coasted to a 93-5- 4 finish.
The Scots' offense and defense
proved to be too much for Trinity,
as the Scots shot 62 from the
floor and held Trinity to 29$;
shooting for the game.
Senior guard Mark Stanley led
the charge with 21 points, shooting seven of 10 from the floor.
Senior forward Tim Sootherland
and junior guard Erich Riebc fired
in 18 points apiece. Southerland
also dished a game high eight as-

sists.
In the championship ganie of the
classic Wooster faced an extremely talented Hope College. The

Scots hung tough for the entire
battle; however, Hope survived the
Scots' final surge. In the final
minutes. Wooster was forced to'
foul and Hope cashed in on each of
their attempts, posting a 76-6- 1
victory.
Riebe and Stanley led the Fight

SPORTS
comtimnuies torrid

ing Scots, scoring 16 points
apiece with sophomore forward
Brian Buchanan adding 10. Southerland once again had a game high
five assists.
The next two contests flew the
Scots to Boston where Wooster
faced Worcester Pol technical College. Even though the Scots
played poorly, Wooster prevailed
Once again,
by a score of
Riebe and Stanley led the charge,
dumping in 19 and 18 points.
Southerland added 12 points and
Buchanan contributed 10. respectively.
The Fighting Scots then entered
a street fight with the University
of Massachusets Boston.prevail-in- g
73-6Riebe and Stanley each
hit crucial free throws to seal the
victory.
Stanley paved the way netting
18 points, and Riebe closely followed with 16 points. Buchanan
added 12 points and Southerland
chipped in 1 1 points.
The Scots returned home only to
pound the Yeoman of Oberlin 4.
Junior center Stan Aukamp finally came out of hibernation,
stunning Oberlin with 30 points,
hauling in 17 rebounds, dealing
five assists, and swatting four
shots. Riebe added 12 points and
Stanley contributed 11 points.
Wooster then travelled to Richmond, Indiana, to tace a pesky and
persistent Earlham College. Stanley scorched the net with 25
points followed by Aukamp with
21 points and 12 rebounds. Riebe
71-6-

0.

-

8.

71-5-

The men's and women's intramural programs would like to announce that rosters for intramural
basketball are due Monday. January 23. Interested persons should
pick up rosters and waiver forms
downstairs in the PJLC
Both seasons will begin on Sunday, February 3. Games will be
played on Sunday. Monday. Tuev

day. and Thursday evenings.
Interested men should send rosters to Erik Brown at campus box
1260. Please be sure to specify
whether you wish to play in the A
or B league. Call Erik at i3327 if
you have any questions. Also,
any one interested in refereeing
men's games should contact Erik.
Interested women should send
their rosters to Tracey Howerton,
Her extension is 3604.

c-18- 83.

Correction:
A Dry

White Season

will be shown

Saturday night at
7:30 and 10 p.m.
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Stan Aukamp (50) drives the lane during the Scots'

74-6- 8

over Witenberg last Saturday al Timken Gymnasium,

triumph

(Photo by

Ja-m-

a

Tanner.)

Intramurals roster
due Monday

Special to the Voice

contributed 19 points and Southerland added 16 points.
The Fighting Scots returned,
home to battle the Gators of Allegheny in what turned out to be a
The Scots were
real
able to hold off the Gators by a
score of 59-5-8.
Riebe drew an offensive foul
with three ticks on the clock on
what would have turned out to be
the Gators' winning basket. The
basket counted to put Allegheny
up by one; however. Riebe was in
a situation to win the game by
hitting both shots of the one and
the bonus.
The Gators called a timeout
prior to Riebe's foul shots. Undaunted, he calmly stepped up and
drilled both foul shots to win the
game.
"Every athlete dreams of- this
situation, even
game-winniwhen you're out practicing free
throws. As I stepped up to the
line, everything was blocked out
except making the shots. In past
situations like this, I've had trou'
ble blocking out other things, but
not tonight!" exclaimed an excited
Riebe after the game.
Riebe led all Wooster scorers
with 16 points, followed by
14 and Buchanan's 10.
points, respectively.
On Saturday, the Scots hosted
nationally-ranke- d
Wittenberg in
room only
standing
front of a
crowd in Timken Gymnasium.

pace

Swimmers keep busy with

training and meets
JEN POPE
Voice Sportt Writer

The swim team has been very
busy in the last month. Starting
December 29th. 1990, the swim
team went on their annual winter
training trip to Ft. Lauderdale.
Florida.
And after almost two weeks of
sun. sand. 530 am wake-u- p calls.
and lots
Portuguese
the swim
of rides in mini-van- s,
team came back ready to finish the
season. Along with the training,
the swim team competed in a meet
and time trial.
In the 400 individual medley.
Man-o-war- 's,

Scholarships, fellowships
& grants. .
Ed's Services
Box 3006
Boston, MA 02130

Kaihy Behringer placed 2nd in DiBeckett said that the win was a
vision III and Brian Vereb placed tribute to every woman there.
3rd. Both head coach Keith BeckSome of the top highlights of the
ett and assistant coach Ken
meet included: Shellie Green placwere pleased with the outing first in both the 1000 yard and
come of the trip.
500 yard freestyle, Kaihy BehringThe swim team returned to er placing first in the 200 yard
Wooster to a rigorous schedule of butterfly in a
three meets in seven days. The swim, Sara Shumar and Liz Bug-be- e
first was against Ohio Wesleyan
placing first and second in the
on January 12th. For the women 200 yard breaststroke, defeating an
the meet was a lot closer than exbreasts troker from
pected. At the half way mark,
OWU, and the 400 yard freestyle
were down by eleven relay of Katy SchnelL Green.
they
points, but the women rallied toWendy Freeburn and Tammy Behgether both in and out of the water ringer first place finish that won
and ended up winning the meet by
see Swim: page 15
one point
Plus-quell- ec

--

corne-fcoro-behi- nd

Ail-Americ-
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Lady Scots coming out of
KARYN POWERS
Voice Sports Writer

When the women's basketball
team was last reported on they
were 1 overall and enjoying a
By the
successful
time classes resumed from winter
break, the Lady Scots had advanced
their record to 11-- 3 overall and 0
in the NCAC
But the tables turned when
Wooster, the defending NCAC
champs, travelled to Alleghany on
January 14th. This was to be "the
big one" as far as conference
matches go, but much to the Gators' delight it turned out to be a
trouncing of the Lady Scots, 74-5- 1.
8--

mid-seaso- n.

1--

The Gators forced numerous
turnovers and look the early lead as
Wooster was still recovering from
bus ride.
the three-hoNot only did Wooster have scor
ur

ing problems early on but two of
their players. Amy Aukamp and
Coretta Jones had two fouls each
within the first three minutes.
With the tempo set in Allegheny's
favor, the score at half time was a
disappointing 24-- 1 1.
When play resumed, the Lady
Scots were unable to mount any
substantial threats to the Gators.
By the end of the game. Wooster
had been outrebounded 48-2- 7 and
were only 35 from the floor.
Junior Deb Gardner gave her opinion. "They were better than last
year but we still should have beat
them. We have a problem in that
we either have a good first half or
a good second half. Somehow we
have to have both."
The following game found the
Lady Scots at Wittenberg on Jan.
19, hoping to avenge an earlier
62-5- 9
loss to the Tigers in December. Pressure started early on from

mid-seas-

both sides with Wooster committing 18 turnovers and Wittenberg
having 13 of their own. The Tigers finally prevailed with a 29-2- 6
halftime lead.
Wooster came within a point in
the second half, after a layup by
Amy Aukamp with nine minutes
remaining to play. Even with
19 points and nine rebounds and Bridget S moot's own
14 points and 11 rebounds, the
Lady Scots were forced to accept a
This left the
final defeat of 64-5overall and 2 in the
team at 1
NCAC while Wittenberg advanced
their record to 13-- and
At the coaches corner, held in
Au-kam- p's

3.

2--

1- -5

4

5-- 1.

Lowry Pit on Wednesday at noon,
coach Chris Hart remarked, "As
defending champs, everytime you
step back on the floor, everybody
wants you." But now Wooster
has to want it back.

15

slump

on

The team hosted Case Western
Reserve on Wednesday night and
after suffering five losses in the
previous eight games, the Lady
Scots were due for a win.
Wooster started off slowly but
were fortunate in that the Lady
Spartans were plagued by the same
lethargy as Wooster took the 12-- 8
lead with 9:50 to go. Play kicked
in with less than four minutes remaining as the Lady Scots were
successful in converting the turnovers into fast break plays for nine
straight points.
Christy Evans scored the final
free throw to take the team into
the locker room with a 6 lead.
With 7:35 to go in the second
half. Tammy Berger got the steal
and laid one up to extend to margin to 50-3As the lead continued. Coach Hart was able to bring
out all 1 1 players who each scored
19-1-

0.

at least once.
The fastbreak play and a shootfor the
ing percentage of 46
game helped the Lady Scots to the
final 60-- 4 1 victory;
Amy Aukamp led the team with
15 points and eight rebounds
while Evans had five points, six
steals, and a season high 12 assists for the Lady Scots. The
team is now 12-- 5 overall and has
improved to 2 on the NCAC.
The women's basketball team
will be travelling to Kenyon on
Saturday afternoon for another
.

3--

'

conference game.
The Lady Scots defeated Kenyon
earlier this season, 82-4- 0 in a
match. Of note, Wooster will be hosting the NCAC tour- non-conferen-

ce

nf thr.
nanvnt nn Pphniarv
Eight
Timken Gymnasium.
teams will be participating including the final four.

Swimmers: Battle Wittenberg Saturday at home
f"two
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just back from Australia is Keith
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14 ' by Anne Bryant and Mullan
second. ... .
Once again the men put forward
The other excellent efforts inthe meet.
Special note was Becky Mullan, some good swims but did not have cluded Shumar's first place finish
who came back early to dive in the the depth needed to win. Some of in the 100 yard breast but missed
the highlights included: . Steve the national cuts by only .07 secmeet. Her third place finish in the
Page's
excellent backstroke leg in onds. Shumar also placed, second
bring
the
one meter diving helped
yard Medley relay, Ve- in the 200 yard breaststroke.
400
the
women to victory.
place finish in the 1000
first
reb's
Schnell finished second in the
The men had some strong indifreestyle
and second place in .200 yard backstroke. Thebreast-stroke- rs
yard
vidual performances but still they
the 200 yard butterfly. Hunger-ford- 's
put forward great perforlacked the necessary depth to be
second place finish in the mances, with Liz Bugbee and Laurextremely competitive. Some of
500 yard freestyle, and Chad Coff-- . en Yont both scoring. Finally,
the highlights were: Tom Hunger-fonman's life best swim in the 500 the distance swimmers swam very
first in the 1000 yard freesfreestyle.
yard
well. The Wooster distance worn-e- n
tyle, Vereb's first in the 200 yard
Saturday,
Friday
and
on
Finally
won every heat that they swam
backstroke, end Doug Kiley's third
'
Unithe
to
traveled
team
swim
the
in. mostly in
place in the 200 yard backstroke.
particiIndianapolis
to
versity
races.
of
On Tuesday, Oberlin proved to
pate in the Indianapolis InvitationShellie Green placed in both the
be an easy win for the women.
According to Beckett, the Oberlin-wome- n al. Twelve different teams from 1650 and 500 yard freestyle and
divisions I. n. and III were repre- Tammy Behringer placed in the
are going through a buildsented at the meet. The women 500 yard freestyle. The women
ing year like the Wooster men.
second with 144 points, fi- - welcome back Jen Am unarm, who
finished
The Wooster women took first
. lushing 17 points ahead of major
was in the Soviet Union this past
place in every event of the meet
.' conference rival Wittenberg
and look forward to her
semester
In the biggest highlight of the
finished
33
with
ninth
men
The
contributions to the team.
meet, Kaihy Behringer qualified for
behind
six
points
Coach Beckett was very happy
Nationals in the 200 yard butterfly points, only
Wittenberg
is
Beckett
Coach'
with the men's performance and
by besting her personal best and
very pleased with the finish of the fact that they knocked off three
the school record by over two secteams. Their close finish behind
onds. Other highlights included both teams.'
scoring
procedure,
the
of
Because
Wittenberg which will provide a
in
first and second place finishes
on
strong
rely
had
good setting for the dual meet
to
women
the
freesboth the 1000 and 500 yard
in
to
order
with them. The distance men
performances
individual
.
tyle by Laura Ullmann and Jen
top
The
board.
won each heat that they swam in,
on
the
points
put
Pope, first place finishes in both
' putting points on the board.
qualnational
was
the
performance
the 200 yard Individual medley and
Highlights of the meet were nuthe 200 yard breaststroke by Jera-ly-n ifying 200 yard medley relay swim
Vitale. two more first place of Katy Schnell. Shumar, Kathy merous. Hungerfbrd placed first in
finishes in the 50 and 100 yard Behringer, Freebum. The overall the 1650 yard freestyle. Vereb
freestyle by Freebum, and the one-- relay performances were excellent,
J 4

Iiy, ana Anarew cnuiiz scotch in
both the 100 and 200 yard breast-strok- e,
just to name a few. Bill
"the diver" Kanzinger was unable
to dive this past week due to an
injury and was well missed.
The swim team looks forward to
his return this weekend. Also

dent will be a strong contributor
by conference time.
This weekend the team returns
to the home pool for the biggest
meet of the season thus far against
conference rival Wittenberg, Saturday at 1:00 p.m.
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Travel Agents International

Js We're ivithyou all the may.
LOWEST AIRFARE
GUARANTEED

Our policy states: "Unless otherwise specified
by you, Travel Agents International will get you the
lowest published airfare available on regularly
scheduled domestic airlines at the time of ticketing
or will reimburse you the difference."
We also guarantee delivery of your ticket

Made plans for Spring Break?
It starts 7 weeks after Winter Break,
so now is the time to make those plans.
West High Plaza
1430 West High Street
Orrville, Ohio 44667
0
Orrville:
Nationwide:
682-344-

800-445-73- 36
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14
The Fighting Scots went into the
locker room at the half, leading
30-2After this, the Scots never
looked back, clinching a 74-6- 8
triumph over the Tigers.
One key in the game was foul
shooting. Wooster hit on 28 of
32 attempts for 87.3. Riebe
was perfect, scorching the net wuh
14 of 14 free throws. He led all
scorers with 29 points. Aukamp
added 14 points and a team high
nine rebounds, and Southerland
dumped in 10 points. First-ye-
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Doug Meinen and junior Dave
George come off the bench and
provided strong, aggressive play
on both ends of the court.
Wednesday, the Scots travelled
to Cleveland to battle the Spartans
of Case Western Reserve. The
Scots prevailed by a score of 69-6- 1.
No stats were available at this
time.
Check out Timken Gymnasium
and Scot basketball Saturday night
as Wooster hosts Kenyon. Next
Wednesday, the Scots are home
again as they battle Denison.
Both games are at 730 pjn.
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SIDEKICKS: registration, Lowry Center Lobby,

10am-7p- m

Tuesday. January 29
SIDEKICKS: registration, Lowry Center Lobby,

10am-7p- m
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